Preserve
your legacy.
Grow into
your best
future.
banyansoftware.com

WHY WE EXIST

You’ve built a great business.
Let’s keep it that way.
When you’ve dedicated years to creating
a successful enterprise software business,
selling is no easy decision.
You care deeply about what
happens to your legacy, your
team, and your customers.
But a traditional investment
firm will likely resell your
business down the road. And
a competitor may look to cut
costs, change the culture,
and turn your company into
something different.

You deserve a better option
when it comes time to sell. A buyer
that protects your legacy and
supports your growth for long into
the future.
Welcome to Banyan: the best
permanent home for your
software business.

“Banyan has deep knowledge
across their management team,
board, and investors, and provides
the perfect environment to accelerate the delivery of new products
and solutions.”
Marvin Sauer, former owner,
Lightspeed Data Solutions
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WHO WE ARE

We help owners
confidently take the next
step knowing their legacy
will be protected.

100

%

referenceable with
Banyan owners

With no need or desire to sell our businesses down
the road, as well as support from a large family
of great software businesses, Banyan is well
equipped to preserve the foundation you’ve built
and fuel your continued success.
Our philosophy

Our approach

Our promise

We hold successful
enterprise software
businesses and grow
them for life.

Our experienced
team works closely
with you to find the
right solution, whether
you want to stay at
the helm or make a
graceful exit.

We’re committed
to building trusting,
long-term relationships to ensure your
legacy and success
continue.

10-50+
“Banyan was founded with a belief that we
could be the best possible permanent home in
the world for successful software companies—
and that we could build on what founders had
worked so hard to create. I’m proud to say
we’ve made that vision a reality for so many
owners, their teams, and their customers.”
David Berkal,
CEO, Banyan Software
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team sizes of
operating companies

Global
offices in the US,
UK and Canada

WHAT WE LOOK FOR

Our businesses have a
proven track record of
success
As a successful business owner, you know there
are a few key ingredients that set great companies
apart. Here are some of the criteria we typically
consider when determining if there is a strong fit.

Financial performance

Customer relationships

We look for businesses with a history
of profitability, annual revenues greater
than $2M and a high contribution
of recurring revenue.

Our software companies have a great reputation
and strong relationships with customers,
including high retention and satisfaction rates.

Market position

Employee engagement

The businesses we buy are typically market
leaders with strong, defensible positions in
niche areas.

We work with businesses that have highly
engaged teams, happy employees, and low
turnover.

Select Banyan businesses
We operate in a diverse set of vertical markets, including:
financial services, healthcare, education, and transportation.

Medicat Electronic
healthcare records for
college and university
health clinics.
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Creative workflow
software for radio and
television.

“Beyond the P&L, Banyan sought to
understand our company culture,
employees, products and market. Last
but not least, Banyan demonstrated
a respect for me as an owner and our
company’s story.”
Student information
system for K-12
independent study
schools.

Strategic sourcing
solution for
government entities.

Stacy Kottman, former owner,
Medicat, LLC

WHAT WE STAND FOR

3 ways we carry your
success forward

Seller story:
vCreative

You bring the strong foundation and proven track
record. We bring the expertise and resources to
keep it going.

My husband and I built our
company with our own
funding and sweat equity.
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Our goal is to keep your successful business thriving
long into the future—for you, your team, and your
customers. We provide a permanent home and,
unlike other buyers, never plan to resell.

Joining a large family of healthy software businesses
gives you access to expertise and resources for ongoing
growth, including support with recruiting and retaining
top talent, and building out an enhanced sales and
marketing function.

You know your business and customers best. That’s
why we follow a decentralized model that lets you or
your management team continue running day-to-day
operations.

Fast, easy, and transparent
Selling a business can be stressful. Our experienced
team keeps the process quick and confidential,
finding mutual alignment while conducting thorough
due diligence.

Without the demands of debt and private equity, we
were always free to make decisions that were in the best
interest of our clients and our employee’s. Over the past
decade, we were constantly approached with acquisition
offers, but I had written down very specific requirements.
When I met Banyan, I quickly realized that our business
vision and philosophies lined up exactly. Banyan met
every single requirement.
Although it was a difficult decision, I am confident that it
was the best decision for the future of our company, for
our clients, our employee’s and our family. Banyan has
deep knowledge across their management team, board,
and investors, and provides the perfect environment to
accelerate the delivery of new products and solutions.
We have had great success, and it’s just beginning! With
Banyan, we now have the expertise, resources, and a
strong foundation to do even more for our clients.
Jinny Laderer,
former owner, vCreative

HOW WE WORK

What makes Banyan the
best permanent home for
your business?
You get the capital and expertise
needed to successfully carry on
your legacy.

You can trust us to have honest,
confidential conversations and
make transparent decisions.

You have the flexibility to stay
on, transition out over time,
or exit today.

You get access to resources
that can help take your business
to the next level.

You get quick decisions as we
work to evaluate your business
and execute right away.

You have partners that respect
your business and strive to
minimize the impact to your team.

You can be confident that we’ll
retain your culture—for your
team, and your customers.
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You and your team get access
to training and development
opportunities and competitive
benefits.

Ready to grow into your best future?
Connect with us for a quick, confidential
chat about whether Banyan is the right fit for
your business.
info@banyansoftware.com
banyansoftware.com

